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ment was that the sales departments of the television and radio networks

are not attuned to selling the type of product that we had available.

'"The agencies wouldn't ~ the product we had.

The only way we could sell would be by leapfrogging over our own sales de-

They simply wouldn't do it.

partments'and the agencies and go directly to corporate management. So I
. ».-.succeed~ partly again. through Frank Stanton, in acquiring Bob Lang. Bob

had been the director of Radio Free Europe and before that he had worked
H 1i' 7'.,!gw,:t:-iL/

for Fred Waring and he had some agency experience andiDartmouth College,
~ and knew a lot of these corporate management people. Well in this case,

as soon as Frank told me that, I called Bob, wh~ lived in Stamford, and said,

"If I pick you up tomorrow morning at 5:30 or whatever it is at the New

Haven station in Stamford, will you go down to Philadelphia with me to see

Chuck Percy, see the Bell & Howell staff?" And of course he was available,

.so off to Philadelphia 'We went,_ spent a couple of hours, and Bell and Howell

__ Chuck Percy principally __ was willing to buy. We·told him [Percy], be-

fore we left, "You are going to run into controversial topics, there are

going to be topics here that you're not going to approve of, some things
we're

you're not going to like." He said, "We're buying the cODlIllercials;

not buying the program. So we'll take it. Just tip us off when anything

is coming and you' 11 have our support." In the meantime, Stanton had talked

to Ward Keener ~) who was then the president of Goodrich, the other tire

company. d H 11 was McCann Erickson,
That was a BBD&O account and Bell an ow~

a I ' 1 d the two of them together.
s recall, but within the week we d par aye

Tb d hi h is a loss on the program, but
ey each picked up twenty-five thousan w. c

k losS on the program it you
On the first time around you're willing to ta e a
caDi/{ fZllt< d~r?qd)ground- Then the next question is~ "Who's going

If
it

·s

• 7
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to produce this program?" Well, my original idea was that we do this alter-

nating between the News Department on the one hand, Public Affairs on the

other, and use our producers. And both Stanton and Paley were insistent

that this could only work with one single producer and I couldn't argue that.

Now that we've sold it it's quite different. If we're offering it individ-

ually for sale that's one thing but offering a series is something else

again. So we all, I guess, more or less simultaneously said, "There's only

one person in the shop to do it and that's Fred Friendly." Now the ques-

tion is Ed Murrow is on his famous sabbatical took off a year because

he was dissatisfied with a lot of things going on in the company. Here we

are talking to Friendly. How's this going to work out? Well; it took a

period of about three months of negotiation in which Fred Friendly argued

consistently that he would do it only if Murrow were involved. And I was

fearful that the management, because tttere'd been estrangement between

Murrow and the senior management, that they wouldn't take it with Murrow in

it. Well we finally came to a compromise, about two o'clock in the morning
(.,.71'..: 1-/&Aft fl- en (me:{·N'ed) that Fred Friendly would

in Frank Stanton's office
become the senior executive producer, that Murrow would be a part of the

package but that there would be some parts of the package in which he would

So now we had a producer, we had Murrow 1n-
not necessarily participate.

d to go The question was,
vOlved in it, we 'had sponsors, and we were rea Y •
"UL , ?" Murrow and.Friend.lY would like to have had
""at s the title of the show.

ItS I think one of the reason~or the dispute
ee It Now" pumped up to an hour.

b this previously, but there was a seri-
etween __ and I haven't talked about

and there always had been I think be-
OUB dippute between Murrow and Paley,

tween Murrow and Stanton.
reasons was that there was a feeling

One of the F•

-
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that Murrow was too headstrong and g01"ng ff hio on s own and not being re-

sponsive enough to management points of view. And I was fearful that as

a result they'd turn Murrow down. Well it worked out that Murrow became

a part of it, that he was to be involved in it, but there was strong op-

position to the idea of carrying on the "See It Now" ·because of the repu,

tation that "See It Now" had achieved. And Stanton I think it was who felt

that this has got to be identified not with Murrow-Friendly as a Murrow-

Friendly package but as a CBS package, so he's the one who said, "Let's

make it 'CBS Reports'." And Murrow and Friendly finally agreed that "CBS

Reports" was going to be it. So by a combination of circumstances and a,

series of long negotiations the idea of "CBS Reports" was established, and

"CBS Reports" was off and running, the first year ten monthly episodes over
~Uc.-- ------,

;"~year (.i:I:t.J period of time.

Heighton: How much autonomy did Fred Friendly and those who worked under

him enjoy in selecting topics for "CBS Reports?" And I'm wondering if the

other advertisers who sponsored this program were as generous in their at-

titude as Bell and Howell was. Did you encounter very much sponsor med-

dling in those years?
Mickelson: No. No not at all. No, on sponsor meddling I can give you a

lot of examples. On "CBS Reports" the best thing I can say is that Murrow

and Friendly wanted to do "Who Speaks for the South?" Well this was right

in the middle of one of the most delicate periods of negotiations regarding

school desegregation and integration in the South and so forth. And they

did the show which was pretty outspoken. I called Chuck Percy and said,

"Chuck, you're going to get tI:ouble. You're going to get correspondence

from the southern part of the country that's going to scare your people to
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death." Andhe reiterated what he Id said inthe original negotiating sese-

sion, "Wedidn't buy the contents. Webought the advertising. You let

us take care of the letters we get. You take care of the program. Period. "

lie didnI t hear anything at all from Goodrich so that that all worked beauti-

fully. Sponsor pressures I didn't really think there were any of any cOn-

sequenceat all. As a matter of fact, they went in the other direction In

1955 ...

Endof Reel 3, Side 1
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(Transcribed 8/25/79 4:45 p.m.-7:55 p.m.)

Reel 3, Side 2 (6)

during the convention of the American Cancer Society in

San Francisco a paper would be delivered identifying cigarette smoking as

a primary cause of cancer. Well, this caused us to prick up our ears

because our principal sponsor for the early evening news at that time was

Pall Mall Cigarettes, an American Tobacco Company product. I got a call

at four o'clock or so one afternoon confirming that what we'd expected had

happened. As a matter of fact the paper had been delivered at the

American Cancer Society cod¢ention identifying cjgarette smoking as a.
primary cause of cancer and I was asked the question, What'11 we do? I. I

said, "Obviously you can i t; duck this kind of thing. You've just got to

do it. It r s got to be covered." And they agreed that that was the way
to do it. I said, "No additional history on it. Cover it straight, just as

straight as you possibly [can ] make it." But at that point I thought it was

pretty important to notify the television network what was coming in case

there was any kind of uprising from SSC~B, the agency, or American Tobacco
Company. I called Jack Van vQlkenburg, the President of the television net-

work, and told him what was coming and why we had to do it. I go1'noargument

from him, but he said, you'd better call the agency, too, just to tip them
-hId

of f ;" So I called SSC~B and them that we were going to carry the story. We
"saw 1 They didn't argue. They said, "Send us a

no a ternative but to do it.
copy of it and we'll be watching tonight," and that's as far as they went.
So we and of course we continued to carry it from thatcarried the story
Point Now this I think is a fairly good illustration of one that weon.
f I ws and it would have been to our
e t obligated to carry because it was ne

•

•
I,
(
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advantage theoretically and superficially if we had avoided it, but we

didn't -- because we couldn't. To look at it from another point of view,

just after the 1956 Middle Eastern War ue sentw a camera crew into the

Middle East to pick up some of the pieces from that war. We did a half

hour from Egypt -and a half hour from Syria and a half hour from Kuwait.

We found that Gulf Oil Company would be very interested in sponsorship

through the agency. Ketchum McLeod and G ~QV~ttsbUrgh..~

•

This seemed like a great idea. We hadn't really succeeded in selling

so this was a great C O(J.. r ~
j •very much of our serious programming, and

(muffled) but they were principally interest[O in Kuwait. And it hadn't

occurred to me, which I should have known, that Gulf Oil was a major in-
• t<" {i£1!0ivestor in Kuwaitian/oil. Well, (I found that out it was on the. day that

r\ -:-J~~.£~f/r:/
the board of directors of Gulf Oil was meeting at thc~~rgh Club

l

in Pittsburgh to ratify the contract with us. So I picked up the tele-
A( £lett' SkY:phone, I called th~i 'Dqp,'Club and asked for the agency represent-

atives who were outside the board meeting and said, "Sorry, we can't sell

it to Gulf. Can you get inside the meeting and tell them that we can't

and back out of it?" And they were very reluctant to do so because they'd

been working hard in making this sale, but they did finally agree they

would do it when I explained why we couldn't possibly do it. When the

deal was off and incidentally th~y very shortly thereafter signed a long

•

term deal for what they called "Instant News Specials" with NBC.

laugh~ But, no you~original question was advertising pressures •

there waa acme at various points but I didn't feel it, and anytime

(Heighton

I'm sure

it came
•

we were able to resiat it.
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Heighton: Did they ask to preview documentaries before they were aired?

Mickelson: One pi h Wece, yea. e did -- one of the first, I guess prob-

ably the first, so-called instant news special on the air came when

President Adenauer of the West German Republic took a trip to Moscow

and this really was quite a dramatic occasion. We were able to get a

camera crew and the correspondent, Dick Hottelet, to go along with

Adenauer and to do a tairly good job of filming and we came to the
t, "tt1______________ ~ e SF? .~) conclusion that tqis would make a good half-

hour show. At that time Prudential was buying "You Are There," 6:30 on

Sunday nights I believe, so we suggested the possibility to Prudential

to Ireempt "You Are There" for one night and insert this Adenauer visit

to Russia instead __ to Moscow. Prudential was interested in it but the

worst thing in the world for a very conservative company to buy is a half-

hour film report on the Soviet Union. So whereas they were willing to
-p. ..

skittish about contents of the program. So we
Abuy it they were pretty

let them have a look at the script in
suggested to them that we
advance. If they saw anything offensive to them they could remove their

commercials but they couldn't make any changes in it. And they bought

it on that basis and I'm sure they had some qualms about sponsoring it but

they did, and we converted them next year into "The Twenti.tf.,Century," so

they stayed with CBS a long time thereafter. So everything came out well.

One more incident. We created a series, "Eyewitness to History," out of

these two Eisenhower trips that I mentioned earlier. Firestone bought

them and we went· to Firestone Suggesting they buy a weekly Friday night

show, 10:30 to 11:0~ called "Eyewitness to History" with the week's news

i

I
(
I,

I,

I
I
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done in summary. And that at the-end of the year they buy one hour with

us -- a sixty-minute one. We succeeded in obtaining Firestone sponsorship,

put Charlie Kuralt in as the narrator of the series, the central figure of

the series. It came up to the yearend show and Mr.-Castro had taken over

Cuba at this point but still had not taken over the Firestone plant in Cuba

_/--.rin~~ich Firestone had a great deal of money invested. On New Year's Day
this would have been New Year's Day, qf
1960, I guess -- my telephone started ringing about nine o'clock in the•
morning with Firestone people saying "We want to change the following

paragraphs in the script." I said, "Look gentlemen Iii> , the agreement

is that you don't change anything. You can remove your sponsorship but

you don't change." "All right, how do I get Jim Aubrey [the President

then of the television network]? I told them how to get Jim Aubrey.

"How do I get Frank Stanton?"- _Well, this conversation went on and on and

on all day and I had to call Les Midgley who was producing the show telling

Les , "Look. you may have a show,without Firestone sponsorship. Don't change

your show but you better have some additional material to add to round out

the additional six minutes or whatever it is that Firestone has, sO start

producing it." And this literally went on right up to almost the moment

the show was '-'henFirestone finally capitulated and theygoing on the air w

said, "We'll take it as is." The irony of it of course was that if we

irritated Castro,well they might lose their plant. Well, they lost their

plant, but they were probably going to lose it anyway.
This was pressure,

but we stood up and we won on-it.
prepared to take those com-But we were

show without their commercials.
mercials out and go ahead with the

i my other questio~deals with
Heighton: On the other side of t~e co n, -

It Did Friendly and the people who
selection of topics for "CBS Reports.

_ 1 ting topics? Did you or other
worked under him have autonomy io-se ec

the

(
I
(

I

I

•
I
t
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people in the senior management approve their topics or approve them in

script form?
~ckelson: Well, there isn't anyone single system. I normally talked

with Fred about topicS before he froze on them. Fred was a person who

researched everything with intensity and care and he knew everything

about the topic before he went into it. So it wasn't so much the topic

we talked about, it was the approach.
And normally -- well I don't think

•

I ever turned him down on anything he wanted to do ...

Heighton: Really. Topics that were not acceptable?
Mickelson: No, I don't think so. I think that anything they suggested

doing they went ahead and did. -We had some problems with some Of the pro-.. c--r-':'~'~::"::'---'-..'_. ...--1..

grams they did. One, for example, <;tatehood for A~aska an~_~..ll.iJ-~~-----.- .-- - ~ -

U~±L1e~ which you would think now in retrospect one of the most in-

nocuous of all. They did it. We had a violent complaint from one
p 0Congressman Aillinn <... ) from Buffalo, New York, who demanded time to answer

Ed Murrow on the statehood for Alaska and Hawaii issue. We had a long,
should accede to Congressman

flong :ditorial Board meeting as to whether we

RUiAn's <.Ifi") request for time to answer it
laid down the edict that we do ,it. Now after twO hours of discussion when

or not. The Chairman finally

the Chairman of the Board 6¥ says "Do it," you do it. So I went down
'\

b i ht O'clock at night, they
to Friendly and Murrow -- this was a out e g

t
r
e

down in Ed's offi;;'e-and said, "We're goinS to give time to Congressman
I !) -1\ b tb furioUS and I tbink tbat resulted in
lil\n (sp?)." Well. they were 0

--

I,
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a .majorbreak between Mur:row and the corporate management, but that was

the one piece where I think we had a real conflict on topics, and I took

the Murrow-Friendly point of view. I didn't see why the Congressman,

recognized as one of the least influential in the entire Congress of the

United.States, should have time to answer on a relatively innocu~ issue.

Now we caught a lot of flak on things like "The Harvest of Shame," for

example, which is logical, but. I don't think there was any serious

question at any point on the method of operation. When there was any-

thing really controversial, normally Friendly would send up a signal
and say, "Come on and have a look because I've got some question about

this." ---"~ kAnd I went'over to Nirr/n Avenue and had a 100 • If I still

had'a question, I would normally say:'"Well, look, let I S get Stanton and

Paley to come in and have a look at it to see what they think." That
seems to be going awfully high on the scale, but since broadcasting was

the bulk of CBS' business and since it was pretty important to keep the

broadcasting business going, it seemed important to let them have a look
and 1llakeup their own minds. And I think they were very much interested

in doing it anyway. So we'd take the film over and shov it in the viewing

room on the 21st floor or whatever it was, or on some occasions we even

had them come over to Nin th Avenue.
Heighton: During your tenure at CBS NewS how many times would you say time
was given to a spokesman in order to resfnd to either news coverage or doc-

um D i e?" .You mentioned
entarles on the basis of the "Fairness octr n .
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party depending upon who was in the White House and I suppose you call

the Congressman on this Alaska-Hawaii statehood issue. How many times?
'.....nowyou mean apart from the 315 issue. because the "Fai D i ,J. k 1 Wh II mess octr DeMic e son: en you say Fairness Doctrine,"/is that c1:ausewithin

Section 315 •••

Heighton: Embodied in 315.

Mickelson: Yeah. If you're looking at that clause only I really

can't remember how many times. Now we did give time to the opposition

that "Fairness Doctrine" apart from 315 because they weren't candidates

for office •.•

And you mentioned giving time to thep 0
Congressmanffilli~n (sp?). We gave

Heighton: Congressman •.•

Secretary ofMickelson: time to the
().,

had don! program.. and this isAgriculture Ezra Taft Benson once after we

interesting again it's a Friendly-Murrow one -- on agriculture in Iowa.
!-4.fI~It 11 hI.. I:

And they made the point that the small farm is declining in i1- z,inee --
the big farms are taking over the small farms. Benson insisted it was not

t«...~_and demand~ time on the air. We gave Benson the time on the air and
was right that theof course he was dead wrong as we know now. And it

f! 0
Bu t )'lillijfn~, Benson, Chairmansmall farm was disappearing from view.

of the Republican National Committe~or Democratic National Committees, Joe

McCarthy after the Murrow show. You know, there really isn't much more than

that. That's about it.
Heighton: Did you receive a lot of demands for access?
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Mickelson: No, I don't think there were a lot of them. There were some

that, you know) that were not really "meritorious" as the lawyers would

say, but I don't think there were very many. No.

Heighton: On some of these controversial broadcasts did you get a lot of

flak from your affiliates?

Mickelson: There was some that cqrne in, yeah. I didn't actually -- I

wasn't a target for very much of that. What came in generally came in

to Affiliate Relations or directly to Corporate Management. We got over-

tones at affiliates' meetings. Now there were two or three station op-

era tors in the South who had a feeling that we were a little overboard

on integration. But generally I think that the feeling of the affiliates

during that period was quite good. I think they supported most of what

we said. They might have disagreed with certain aspects of it, but they

were still willing to support us and still willing to accept the programs.

Heighton: Was it your practice then to send documentaries like "CBS
~f;L/4!/Reports" down ~o that affiliates could screen them before air?

Mickelson:
r--Yeah. -Tn many cases .r m if we thought there was anything

controversial about them we did send them down the line. Actually that

started during the War. It started at the time of the Detroit race riots

in the summer of about 1943 when the network -- radio network had pre-

pared a half hour on the race riots or an hour, whatever it was, and they

decided right then to send it out because it's sensitive, and we did that

constantly. If not the whole show we'd at least call attention to the fact
see it, we'll play it for you."
;..j I'n 0'. "'Iy8¥ ge. a le.4ef di~tinguished people

that "This is sensitive. If you want to

Heighton: While you were at CBS, I know

..L Which onea do you remember best and most fondly?
in~ your newa operation.

2
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Mickelson: Well, I suppose the ones I remember -- "ellw ,not necessarily

those I remember best but those who are best kno',~ no','wu W ,to the general

public are probably Harry Reasoner and Charlie Kuralt. The story on

Reasoner is that when I was at the University of Minnesota on the fa~

culty I'd had a -- I did a night course in Extension o~~ and met a

young fellow named Harry Reasoner who was sort of a dropout from the

University in that course. And he stopped in New York a couple of times

to point out he'd been sitting in that course and he might be in for a

job sometime. Harry went out to the Philippines with USIA as a public

relations officer of some type. I knew he was going. When he got back

fie stopped in to say that he'd like a job working ~ for television.

I asked him how much experience he had in television. He said, "Absolutely

none." I said, "Why don't you get some and come on back?" Twelve months

later into the office he came and said, "All right, I've had my twelve

months' experience and here I am." "Well, what kind of job will you take?"

"Anything." So I called John Day ~ down in the News Department and said,

"Here is a very useful, talented guy. Talk to him and see what could come

up." Next thing I knew Harry had a job at $178.00 a week plus some over-

time for a ten weekS period of time and he would move in from Minneapolis

to the New York area with his family of either five or six kids plus wife

Well of course he wasn't reall~~b:::g, 'f{()(;i"j"

because it didn't take more than a couple of weeKs before he'd all
taking a $178.00 a week job.

of his talents and skills and SO forth so that he was off and running.
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Charles Kuralt's story goes like this. When I fi(~~ot to New York I had

in Charlott~which had been a CBS-a letter from the news director of WBT
. flo.:, k-P,{,£L '

owned sta t Lon , And ~"""*'.) wrote and said, "There's a young fel-

low in Charlotte, a high school senior, who has just won an American

Legion oratory prize. Why don't you write him a note? You can make him

feel very good." So I wrote, "Dear Charles, I'm delighted to know that

you won the American Legion oratory prize, and very best wishes Zor a Sue-
T4tl{ "J/[ 1- c:./ . IV

another letter from J 7' tlli deL~'"cessful career." Seven years later
of WBT in Charlotte. "You undoubtedly don't remember you wrote a letter

seven years ago to one Charles Kuralt who had just won an American Legion

oratory prize. At that time he was a senior in high school. Since

then he's graduated from the University of North Carolina School of
'I

Journalism and has just won an Ernie Pyle award for feature writing •.,

one of the Charlotte newspapers. I've forgotten, ~ or Observer. "Why

in

you knowdon't you write him another letter?" So I wrote another letter

the same sort of thing. Got the answer back, "What I most want to do is

work for CBS News. I'd like very much to some on up there and join your
o J h D ~ The next thing you know
rganization." I sent it on down to 0 n ay Ii:?"

I've got the papers to sign that Charles Kuralt has accepted the job as

a writer or assignment man or whatever it was.
Now that's the story on

\{uralt and Reasoner.
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Let me mention a couple of more people before we go on.
1In 195A we'd had

a problem in our News Department in New York and decided to move our

Washington editor up to New York to take over a bigger job, The question

arose, "Who's going to replace him in the Washington Bureau?" and I got

some leads that there was a fellow in Germany working for RICOG~, the

U.S. High Commissioner for Germany. He'd had experience with both AP

and UPI and Life Magazine and might be available. So I got in touch

with Elmer Lower who was in Germany, and he hobbled in on a broken leg

he'd broken playing polo, or something or other. And so we made a deal

for him to come in. Now there were a lot of these people who came in

during that period, some by accident, some by design, but, I don't know,

we created quite an impressive staff, I think,
Heighton: You certainly had a group of distinguished journalists working

"01,1)
under you during these years which brings me to ask you ~t contacts and

salary negotiations were handled with people like Cronkite and Harry

Reasoner and Charles Kuralt and Dan Schorr. Did they represent themselves

or did they all use agents?
Mickelson: Well, I guess I can answer that best by saying that in 1952 be-

tween the Republican and Democratic conventions walter cronkite and I were
walki . i t Joo dinner, and he said, "You

ng up Michigan Avenue together go ng ou l'·

kn hI todav:' or however
o~ a funny thing happened to me on the way to the ote ~

he put it. "An agent came around and asked whether he could represent me.

What do you think?"
i "I think it isAnd I 1.DJmediate1yresponded by say ng, .--
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much better;!'lr you to be represented by an agen~~or me to be re-

presented by ~ agent •. You sign up with your agent and from now on your

agent will talk to my second who will be the contract man in the Business

Affairs Department, and we'll neVer have to argue between the two of us

on any question of salary, working conditions, or anything of the sort."

So he signed up with the firm of Cude and Stix ~ and I think now

this is twenty-seven years later, he's still working with Cude and Stix ~.

I think we generally followed that point of view. It made much more

sense not to get involved with personalities, not to have to sit across

the table and argue with talent, but rather to -- we got our professionals

-- the talent contract people and Business Nffairs, they could get their

professionals. Let them argue the case out. And then we maintained our own

relationships which were largely on substance and not on salaries and working
,...

condi tions.
v

Heighton: Would you give me an idea of the scope of CBS News and the

size of the staff when you left in 1961?
Mickelson: Well, the CBS News -- I mean the News Department staff which

fourteen when I got in to it, ~ther~~other fifteen or twenty in

Public Affairs, for I suppose a total of thirty to thirty-five. When I

left the fulltime staff was in the vicinity of four hundred somewhere, a

little more than ten to one and I suppose now it's at least three or four

times that. The budget when I left, including'tBS Reports" and sports, was

was

in the twenty-five million and I sup:-pose that budget
eliminated from it. So

now is
vicinity of twenty to
in excess of a hundred million with sport~

that gives you an idea of what's been happening.
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Heighton: Why did you leave CBS?
Mickelson: Well, you know you get to a certain point w;.le",'0'" re lhere

(1_C-~ -fj <i I
at the beginning CH ruuFf'ed) 'you're present at the creation 'as Dean

/'
Acheson wrote. Not the creation of CBS but the creation of the tele-

vision wing of it. You've got to keep pressing for things that you

want to do and you get a reputation for pushing hard, and people re-

member. For example, one thing that I had asked for early was to write

off some of the costs of doing our newsfilm operation _In I guess selling

off the newsfilm. Well I had to get _In I actually started that whole

operation for about two million dollars a year. I don't know what it

costs them now. Fifty million? Something in that vicinity. But you

g~t a reputation for being a big spender, -you ~t a ~eputation fo~ fight-

ing hard here and there, and so forth, and eventually you come to the period

when they're still bringing up these old charges of, you know, getting soft

from pounding your head against the wall.

And Now also very much of this period there'd been
you begin to ease off.

It varied somewhat, they~re.:L/
strong sUPfort from Paley and Stanton.

somewhat mercurial. but generally it worked.
And when there was a sympathetic

L i h our principal customer, then
president of the television ~,~work wh c was

t I Well then Jim Aubrey came in as President of
a east you got along well. .-


